DELEGATED SOURCE INSPECTION

Seller has been authorized to perform delegated source inspection of Buyer’s goods procured under this contract. Work under this contract is subject to Buyer Surveillance at Seller’s facility.

Seller shall accomplish the following prior to shipment:

- Seller shall have a documented procedure for performing delegated source acceptance.
- Seller’s packing sheet and/or data packages shall identify applicable dataset/drawing/parts lists/ sheet numbers including DCN levels, ADCNs/ADRNs, SPEC “O” change levels and serial number(s) of items being shipped.
- Seller shall insert their company name and apply the following statement on the outside of each shipping container and on the packing sheet: “(Seller’s company name) has been authorized to perform Delegated Source Inspection for Boeing Wichita.”
- Seller’s authorized Inspector whom performed the Delegated Source Inspection shall apply their stamp and date to the packing sheet.